This is an interesting study, which provides a description and results of experimental application of a potentially useful methodology for estimation of the regional distributions of integrated water vapour (IWV) based on satellite measurements opening new perspectives for climate and weather prediction research applications. However, to be accepted for publication in Special Issue: Advanced Global Navigation Satellite Systems tropospheric products for monitoring severe weather events and climate (GNSS4SWEC) the manuscript needs a revision including a deeper discussion of results of earlier achievements in the area, presenting additional results of verification vs existing observational data and editing.
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Major comments
1) Despite the availability of remote sensing measurements contemporary weather and climate analyses still significantly rely on conventional observation data. With the progress in the understanding mechanisms responsible for extreme weather and climate events the need for a more active use of the satellite data becomes clear. The study under the evaluation represents a new step in this direction which is focused on the determination of distribution of vertically integrated water vapor over the area of Israel based on GPS meteorology coupled with METEOSAT surface temperature. Results of application of the methodology in Israel are analyzed based on the mean for the whole period (about 240 days) values of the correlation between IWV and air temperature time series. A more detailed evaluation is performed for only one day (1200 UTC August 21, 2015). Presenting and discussing of additional information on the accuracy of the calculations (e.g. maximum errors, absolute and mean errors) and especially their variation during the year.
2) Only a relatively short discussion of the earlier research efforts is presented. Please consider the possibility of discussing of some of the following publications. 
Editorial comments
Line 39 "exceptional distribution" -do you mean "resolution"? Line 78 -79 "conduct upper-air measurements to characterized the temporal behavior of atmospheric boundary layer" -why in the BL only? Please rephrase. Line 84 "When electromagnetic signal (s?) travel through the troposphere they are delayed and therefor (e?)." -Please correct.
Line 85 "amount of delay" (??) -Please consider rephrasing.
Line 86 "vary constantly" -significantly? Line 93 "upwelling IR" -(Upwelling is just an oceanographic phenomenon) -Please rephrase
